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Fast Binary and Multi-Output Reduced Set
Selection

Jason Weston& GökhanH.Bakır

Abstract. We propose fast algorithms for reducing the number of kernel evaluations in the testing phase for
methods such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Ridge Regression (RR). For non-sparse methods such as
RR this results in significantly improved prediction time. For binary SVMs, which are already sparse in their
expansion, the pay off is mainly in the cases of noisy or large-scale problems. However, we then further develop
our method for multi-class problems where, after choosing the expansion to find vectors which describe all the
hyperplanes jointly, we again achieve significant gains.

TR-132November 29, 2004

1 Introduction

Kernel algorithms like Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [1] and Ridge Regression (RR) [2] are popular tools for
classification and regression. The success of kernel algorithms is based on the representer theorem [3, 4], which
states that, under some mild conditions, the solution of an optimization problem of the form1 :

w∗ = arg min
w

N∑
i=1

`(yi, xi, w) + Ω[f ], (1)

can be expressed as linear combination of training points, i.e

w∗>φ(x) = w∗>x =
N∑

i=1

αik(xi, x). (2)

The representer theorem allows one to solve thefunctionalminimization in (1) as a standardfunctionminimiza-
tion problem withα ∈ R

N as the variable. The representation in (2) is called thedual with R
N being the dual

space.

In general, the set of points{xi}Ni=1 do not necessarily constitute a linearly independent family. This is always
the case for growingN whenk is a non-universal kernel [5]. However in practice, universal kernels like the
Gaussian kernel lead also to almost linearly dependent feature vectors due to decaying eigenvalues and finite
precision effects.

Due to this redundance, the same pointw in version spacew ∈ V can be expressed by multiple linear combina-
tions ofxi. Note that this is in contrast to the convexity property of the involved optimization problem in (1), e.g.
in SVMs the solutionw is unique, but may have multiple representations in the dual space.

Of great practical interest is the sparsity property of the dual representation (2) of the final predictorw, which
determines the number of necessary kernel compuations and thus prediction speed. For this reason, reduced set
techniques try to reduce the amount of points used in the dual representation to speed up prediction speed.

1In this paper, we denote byΩ an arbitrary positive regularization functional (for example||w||2), byDN := {xi, yi}N
i=1 ⊂

{X × Y}N a training set consisting ofN points, by` the chosen loss function and byk and φ the kernel function and
corresponding feature mapping. The variableα ∈ RN denotes expansion coefficients of the original problem formulation. For
notation convenience we will usex where we denote the mapped pointφ(x) in feature space.
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In this paper we explore reduced set selection strategies to compress the linear expansion2 w =
∑N1

i=1 αixi to
ŵ =

∑N2
j=1 βjxj where the ultimate goal is

N2 � N1 and w = ŵ(β).

However the goal can be relaxed by dropping the equality constraint and just demanding

N2 � N1 and min
β
||w − ŵ(β)||2.

Essentially, such methods become useful in one of three scenarios: (i) if the predictor one wishes to compress is
already sparse, but the basis it chooses still has linearly dependent orclose tolinearly dependent examples, this is
true for SVMs in the presence ofnoise[5], (ii) if the predictor was not sparse in the first place, e.g. with methods
such as Ridge Regression [2] and (iii) when one wishes to construct a multi-output predictor.

In the following sections, we review existing techniques and then propose new methods for the case of classi-
ficationY = {+1,−1} and regressionY = R. The reduced set selection methods we propose generalize to the
d-output caseY = {1, . . . , d} andY = R

d with d > 1. Compared to existing methods, the methods proposed
are relatively faster to compute, yield similar or higher compression rates and are especially efficient in the multi-
output case. Finally we validate the introduced algorithms experimentally on several classification and regression
benchmarks, highlighting when reduced set selection proves useful, and then conclude.

2 Existing reduced set techniques

Approximations based on rank deficiency It can be shown that linear dependence betweenDN = {xi}Ni=1

results in a rank deficient gram matrix.

Theorem 2.1. The maximum linear independent subsetEN2 ⊂ DN constitutes of rankK points, whereK is the
matrix of inner productsKij = x>i xj .

Proof. We give a constructive proof. WriteK in its spectral formK =
∑

i=1 λN
i=1viv

>
i . Obviously rankK

equals the number of nonzero eigenvaluesλ. Furthermore one can show that the eigenvectorvi of K encodes the
eigenvectorzi of the empirical correlation matrixC with Cij = E[xi]E[xi]> by zi =

∑N
j=1 vijxj . Therefore, an

eigenvalue larger then zero means that there must be at least one pointx ∈ DN with x>zi > 0. For all nonzero
eigenvaluesλi select one pointx with x>zi > 0 =

∑N
j=1 vijx

>xi > 0. We can only select rankK points and
sincezi>zj = 0 for all i 6= j we have selected r linear independent points. Since the remaining eigenvalues are
zero, any further point must be in the span of the selected points since its in the span of the eigenvectorszi.

This property was used in Downs et al [7] (see also [8]) to select a subset of size rankK. The subset was
selected by computing the row echelon form ofK and discarding points which lead to zero rows. Once the subset
EN2 = {xI(i)}N2

i=1 ∈ DN is chosen, the expansion coefficientsβ can be calculated by

β = K−1
EN2

KEN2 ,DN
α, (3)

with
KEN2

= (Kij = k(xI(i), xI(j))),

and
KEN2 ,DN

= (Kij = k(xI(i), xj)).

The problem with rank based techniques is their computational cost. The rank is very expensive to calculate
for bigger samples since computation complexity isO(N3) (row echelon form, eigenvector decomposition, etc.).
Furthermore, the compression rates may not be as one would like as it is lossless, e.g. for RBF kernels which give
kernel matrices of full rank [9] no compression is possible3.

2A related, but more difficult task is that of reduced setconstruction. In that task one searches for weightsβi and vectorszi,
wherezi are not necessarily in the training set. This results in algorithms which give higher compression rates, but are much
slower and more difficult to optimize, see e.g. [6].

3Apart from finite precision effects on computers. This may explain why Downs et al. [7] reported a reduction in SVs for
RBF kernels.
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Using additional penalizers In contrast, thè 1 penalization method suggested in [10, sect. 18.4.2] simply at-
tempts to construct a sufficiently good approximation ofw by solving

arg min
β

∥∥∥∥∥w −
∑

i

βixi

∥∥∥∥∥
2

+ λ
∑

i

ci|βi| (4)

where parameterλ trades accuracy versus sparsity4. Simplifying expression (4) yields a numerically tractable
quadratic programming problem. This formulation, although elegant also has the disadvantage to be a quadratic
programming problem with cubic complexity in the number of patterns, i.e.O(N3). The weightsci specify a
prior on the importance of reducing the weight of examplei, one could simply chooseci = 1, i = 1, . . . , N .
In [8] it is suggested to takeci = 1/αi in order put more emphasis on reducing smaller weights. In that case, one
can simply ignore the points withαi = 0 which for the SVM method gives a complexity cubic in the number of
support vectors, i.e.O(#SV 3). In practice, however, it is difficult to adjustλ to control the approximation error
‖w −

∑
i βixi‖2.

The same concept was used for a multiple output/class scenario which leads to an algorithm with complexity
O((N + 2Nq)3) where N is number of examples andq is number of outputs:

arg min
β

∑
j

∥∥∥∥∥wj −
∑

i

βj
i xi

∥∥∥∥∥
2

+ λ
∑

i

ciξi (5)

subject to
|βj

i | ≤ ξi, ξi ≥ 0.

However, this is clearly prohibitive when eitherq or N are large.

3 Fast Reduced Set Selection

In this section we detail two novel algorithms for achieving faster reduced set selection: hyperplane matching
pursuit, and minimization of the so called zero-norm. In particular, we then focus on generalizations of these
methods that are especially efficient in the multiple-output case.

3.1 Hyperplane Matching Pursuit

We propose a greedy forward selection approach to choosing a reduced set approximation ofw in the spirit of
matching pursuit. The matching pursuit approach has been used before in the machine learning community to
greedily train kernel classifiers [11] and to greedily approximate kernel matrices [12]. The general approach
works by adding one training example on each iteration, usually by choosing the optimal improvement to an error
measure, e.g. squared loss or matrix norm in the previous two examples. In the following we simply adapt the
same approach to the pursuit of ”w”, minimizing the norm of||w − ŵ||2 whereŵ is our approximation.

Algorithm 3.2 (Matching pursuit on w). Given stopping criteriaε, a kernel matrixK, w =
∑

i αixi and training
pointsDN = {X, Y }Ni=1

Initialization

1. i=1, w1 = w, α1 = α

While||wi||2 = αi>Kαi > ε

2. Letk? = arg min
k,a∈R

||wi − axk||2 = arg max
k

|w
i>xk
||xk||

| = arg max
k

|K:,kαi

√
Kkk

|

3. a∗ = arg min
a∈R

||wi − axk∗ ||2 = wi> xk∗
||xk∗ ||2

=
K:,k∗αi

Kk∗k∗
.

4When the original classifier also has a threshold (constant term), the author’s suggest to optimize this by choosing the
threshold with minimal training error.
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4. wi+1 = wi − a∗xk∗ , αi+1
k∗ = αi

k∗ − a∗

5. i = i + 1.

Final approximation ofw is given byŵ =
∑

j(α
1
j − αi

j)xj which is sparse.

We have written each step of the algorithm in both the primal and dual forms. In step (2) the example is added
to the reduced set which results in the largest decrease inwi = ||w− ŵ||2 in a greedy forward selection manner. In
step (3) the resulting multiplierα is set. This process can be repeated until either one achieves a certain tolerance
||w − ŵ||2 < ε or alternatively one could measure error rate (which is what one is really interested in) on a
validation set.

We now discuss possible improvements to the basic algorithm.

Backfitting The decreasewi at each step can be improved considerably by optimally adjusting allαi in the
currently selected examples, rather than just the new incoming example. This approach is called backfitting, which
is a standard trick in adaptive filtering [13] and was also used for kernel matching pursuit [11]. To do this one
solves

min
β
||

∑
i

αixi −
∑

i

βixsi ||2 (6)

whereβ are the new expansion coefficients for the so far chosen examples indexed bys. This results in:

β = K−1
s Ks,:α (7)

whereKs is the kernel matrix between examples indexed bys only, andKs,: is the kernel matrix betweens and
all other examples. This clearly has a higher computational cost per iteration than step (3) of the basic algorithm.
Backfitting costsO(|s|3) for a single matrix inversion. However, even in this case it is more efficient than`1-
minimization which has complexityO(N3) as|s| < N .

Efficient Backfitting Since the expansion is increasing, the main cost of backfitting is calculation of the inverse.
One can update the inverseK−1

s since the change in the dictionary is the addition of one new pointxl to the
existing basis set. For this reason we can use the old inverseK−1

s\l to calculateKs. This can be implemented by

the Cholesky factorization of terms appearing in the matrix inversion lemma. IfKs =
(

Ks\l kl

k>l kll

)
, then

K−1
s =

(
Ks\l+ kl

k>l kll

)−1

(8)

=

(
K−1

s\l + λK−1
s\lklk

>
l K−1

s\l

>
λK−1

s\lkl

λk>l K−1
s\l λ

)
, (9)

with λ = 1
kll−k>l K−1

s\l
kl

. This can be further optimized by performing a Cholesky factorization ofK−1
s = R>

s Rs,

which leads to the final recursion equation

Rs =
(

Rs\l 0
−
√

λK−1
s kl

√
λ

)
. (10)

Probabilistic Search A further speed-up is possible using the ”59-trick” of [12]. This suggests that by solving
around 60 one dimensional minimization problems for randomly chosen examples, examples can be chosen which
are probabilistically in the top 95th percentile. We could thus limit step (2) of our basic Hyperplane Matching
Pursuit Algorithm to searching only a small random subset of the training examples.

Optimizing the real-valued output We currently minimize||w − ŵ||2 however we are not so much interested
in this difference as the difference in prediction of the two rules. From the Cauchy-Schwarz equation the latter is
only an upper bound to the generalization error, namely:

ex = Ex||w>x− ŵ>x||2 ≤ sup
x
||x||2||w − ŵ||2.
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While we try to minimize the right hand side, we could try to minimize the left hand side by the empirical estimate
of ex, namelyêx = 1

N

∑N
i=1 ||w>xi − ŵ>xi||2 which is the squared difference of the predictions on the training

set. Interestingly, theβ which minimize (6) are equivalent to theβ which minimize:

1
|s|

|s|∑
i=1

||w>xsi − ŵ>xsi ||2 (11)

wheres are the indices of the currently selected examples, as the minimizer of (11) is also (7). This shows that the
||w − ŵ||2 minimizer is suboptimal in terms of prediction as it only minimizes the difference in prediction on a
subsetof the examples.

3.2.1 Multiple-Hyperplane Matching Pursuit

In multi-class classification one typically finds a solution which is a combination of binary classifiers, e.g. in the
one-vs-the-rest or one-against-one approaches [14]. Such a setting is also applicable to multiple output regression.
For example in one-vs-the-rest classification one trainsp classifiers forp classes, where thejth hyperplane is learnt
with examples labeled positively if they are in classj and negative otherwise. This gives a final classifier:

f(x) = arg max
j

(w>
j xi)

wherewj =
∑p

j=1 αj
ixi. To use reduced set methods, we could compress each hyperplaneindependently. How-

ever, the main computational cost we are trying to reduce is in the calculation of kernel functions, and so we would
rather minimize the union of expansion vectors|{i :

∑p
j=1 |α

j
i | > 0}| than the sum:

∑p
j=1 |{i : |αj

i | > 0}|.

We thus wish to couple the compression steps to compress the hyperplanes all at once. We can do this in the
matching pursuit framework by choosing the nextxk to minimize

arg min
k

min
a

∑
||wj − ajxk||2

For a givenx, the optimalaj for the above equation are given by:

aj =
w>

j x
||x||

(12)

which gives the optimalx as

arg min
xk,k=1,...,m

∑
j

(
||wj ||2 −

(w>
j xk)2

||xk||2
)

(13)

To perform Multiple Hyperplane Pursuit, we thus replace step (2) and (3) in Algorithm 3.2 with equations (13)
and (12).

3.3 `0-norm Reduced Set Selection

Our central goal is to approximate the vectorα with a new sparse vectorβ, ideally minimizing the number of
nonzero coefficients ofβ, denoted as||β||0, i.e. we would like:

min
β
||β||0

subject to
||

∑
i

αixi −
∑

i

βixi||2 = 0 (14)

Use of the so-called zero-norm (which isn’t really a norm) has been researched before in the field of feature
selection [15,16]. In [15] it was shown how the above problem is related to the following problem:

min
β

∑
i

ln(ε + |βi|)

subject to (14). This can be solved by gradient descent, resulting in the following iterative procedure:
5



Algorithm 3.4 (`0-minimization). Given a kernel matrixK, w =
∑

i αixi and training pointsDN = {X, Y }Ni=1

1. Setβi = 1.

2.
λ∗ = arg min

λ
||

∑
i

αixi −
∑

i

λiβixi||2

which gives
λ∗ = (K1)−1K2α

whereK1
ij = βi(xi,xj) andK2

ij = βiβj(xi,xj).

3. Rescale data:βi ← λ∗i βi

4. Go back to 2, until convergence.

This procedure typically converges in 10-20 steps. So far this minimization will give lossless compression. To
extend to lossy compression, we simply use the same trick as in the`1-minimization, and replace step (2) with:

arg min
λ
||

∑
i

αixi −
∑

i

λiβixi||2 + γ
∑

i

λiβi

This gives a fixed deviation that is minimized across iterations. Like in`1-minimization, one is required to set the
parameterγ a priori.

The computational complexity of this optimization is higher than`1-minimization because one is required to
solve multiple iterations of compression, rather than just one. However, on each successive iteration, there are
less variables as one can remove the variables which have already obtainedβi = 0. Moreover, when we come to
solve multiple-output compression we will see that compared to`1-minimization via equation (5) the complexity
is greatly reduced.

3.4.1 Multi-output `0-minimization

To compress multiple hyperplaneswp we generalize the previous algorithm. We simply learnβj for each
hyperplanej, where we wish to minimize||(

∑
j |βj |)||0. To do this one replaces step (3) withβj

i ← (
∑

j |λ
j
i |)β

j
i .

That is, we perform the following algorithm.

Algorithm 3.5 (Multi-output `0-minimization). Given a kernel matrixK, p hyperplaneswp =
∑

i αp
i xi and

training pointsDN = {X, Y }Ni=1

1. Setβj
i = 1, j = 1, . . . , p.

2.
arg min

λj

||
∑

i

αj
ixi −

∑
i

λj
iβ

j
i xi||2, j = 1, . . . , p

which gives
λj = (Kj1)−1Kj2αj , j = 1, . . . , p

whereKj1
pq = βj

p(xp,xq) andKj2
pq = βj

pβ
j
q(xp,xq).

3. Rescale data:βj
i ← (

∑
j |λ

j
i |)β

j
i

4. Go back to 2, until convergence.

Again, one can then easily extend this to the lossy compression case.
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Name Inputs Outputs Train Test
German 20 1 700 300
Waveform 21 1 1000 4000
Banana 2 1 1000 4300
Image 18 1 2000 300
USPS 256 10 7329 2000
Letter 17 26 16,000 4000
Abalone 8 1 3133 1044
Kin-32nm 32 1 3000 5192

Table 1:Datasets used in the experiments.All the datasets are classification problems, apart from Abalone and Kin-32nm
which are treated as regression problems.

3.6 Chunking Method: handling large datasets

In this subsection, we explore a chunk-based reduced set selection strategy. The linear expansion of the solution
can be grouped without changing the result, namely:

w =
N∑

i=1

αixi

=
N1∑
i=1

αixi +
N2∑

i=N1+1

αixi · · ·
N∑

i=Nn−1+1

αixi,

=
n∑

j=1

wj ,

with wj =
∑Nj

i=Nj−1
αixi. The idea is to apply any of the previously described techniques (`1, `0 or Matching

Pursuit) to a smaller problem, keeping only a subset of the variables active that we wish to compress, and leaving
the rest fixed. We then move the active set to another subset, and iterate through the subsets. This means we never
face an optimization problem larger than a fixed size, of our choice. (However, if the chunk size is set too small
compression will not be easy to perform as linearly or nearly linearly independent points may not exist in the active
set.) Essentially, the basic Hyperplane Matching Pursuit algorithm 3.2, where no backfitting is performed, is an
instantiation of this with a chunk size of 1.

4 Experiments

We conducted experiments on four types of data: (i) artificial data, (ii) two-class classification problems, (iii)
multi-class classification problems and (iv) regression problems. The summary of the datasets we use, apart from
the artificial one of Section 4.1, are given in Table 1. For each dataset we describe the machine learning algorithm
that is used for learning, along with its parameters, in Table 2. These are the models we would like to perform
reduced set selection on. The parameters selected for German, Image, Waveform and Banana come from [17]. For
USPS and Letter we tried to choose parameters which matched the test error quoted elsewhere [1, 18]. For the
regression datasets, Abalone and Kin-32nm, we tried to pick the best possible parameters on the test set. Apart
from the first toy dataset, in all cases we used RBF kernels. Although attempting reduced set selection on kernels
that are not full rank such as polynomial kernels can result in compression with exactly the same decision rule, we
decided to stick to the more difficult case of approximating a kernel with full rank.

The compared methods are all implemented in Matlab. The source code and datasets are available athttp://
www.kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de/bs/people/weston/rss . In our experiments with hyperplane matching
pursuit, we perform backfitting, and optimize the criterion||w − ŵ||2. For all methods we also optimize the
thresholdb for the classification tasks by minimizing the training error.
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Name Algorithm SVs Test Err
German SVM (σ = 5.24, C = 3.16) 400 0.2570
Waveform SVM (σ = 3.16, C = 1) 331 0.0917
Banana SVM (σ = 0.7, C = 316) 220 0.1016
Image SVM (σ = 3.9, C = 500) 216 0.0281
USPS SVM (σ = 128, C = 1000) 1526 0.0416
Letter SVM (σ = 4, C = 1000) 4522 0.0373
Abalone RR (σ = 15, γ = 1e− 5) 3133 0.410
Kin-32nm RR (σ = 20, γ = 0.005) 3000 0.6187

Table 2: Predictors used in the experiments. Included are the parameters of the initial trained predictors we are trying to
compress. The error rates for the first four datasets are averaged over ten splits. The last two datasets, Abalone and Kin-32nm,
have error rate measured using mean squared error (after normalizing the outputs).

Figure 1: Reduced Set Selection on Artificial data.The number of SVs increases linearly for SVM due tonoise points
becoming SVs, but is constant for RSS methods such as`0-minimization.

4.1 Artificial Problems

We first constructed artificial data, by generating two classes from two Gaussian clouds in 10 dimensions with
means(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and (−1,−1,−1,−1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and standard deviation 4 following [19].
We trained a linear SVM for differing amounts of training points. This is an unrealistic case, as one can represent
the data in primal form by calculatingw in this case, nevertheless it serves to show that SVM do not optimally
compress in dual space. In this case, any of the reduced set selection methods (with appropriate hyperparameter
choice) will choose 10 SVs with no loss in accuracy. The results are given in Figure 1 using the`0-minimization
method withλ = 0. Note the linear increase in number of SVs for SVM compared to the fixed number of SVs
independent of training set size for reduced set methods. This is due to the face that all mislabeled points become
SVs in SVM, and for large datasets this has a signficant effect on computation time. Indeed the fraction of SVs in
SVM is lower bounded by the number of training errors, and hence assymptotically by the Bayes error, as pointed
out in [5].

4.2 Two-class Classification

We took four different datasets and trained SVMs with the parameter choices quoted in [17]. We then compared the
error rate to compression ratio of the competing methods:`1− minimization,`0− minimization and hyperplane
matching pursuit. For̀1− and`0−minimization we chose an array of parameter choices forλ, and then computed
the error rate for hyperplane matching pursuit with the same number of obtained SVs. We averaged the results over
ten splits, linearly interpolating between points as the parameterλ does not give the same number of SVs each time.
The results, reported in Table 2 indicate similar performance between the methods, although hyperplane matching
pursuit yields slightly lower test error for higher compression rates.

The time given for ten parameter choices for each of the methods is given in Table 3. We show this for ten
parameter choices because to find a good loss to compression ratio a hyperparameter search is necessary. For
example, one can evaluate accuracy using a validation set. As hyperplane matchng pursuit essentially gives all
parameter choices at no extra cost through a single run of greedy minimization, it yields much faster execution
times. Moreover, the hyperparameterλ in the other two methods is difficult to control - it is difficult to know
which value yields which number of SVs. We also analyzed the training error and value of the objective function
for all three algorithms, this can be seen for the Waveform dataset in Table 3. We found the objective function
and training error were lower for hyperplane matching pursuit particularly in the case of high compression rates,
mirroring its test error performance.
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german image

waveform banana

Figure 2: Comparison of Reduced Set Selection Methods for Two-Class ClassificationThe three reduced set selection
methods perform similarly, but the Hyperplane Matching Pursuit method yields lower test error for high compression rates on
Waveform and Image.

Figure 3: Training Error and Objective Function Value on the Waveform Dataset The training error (left) and value of
the objective function||w − ŵ||2 (right) are both lower for the Hyperplane Matching Pursuit method relative to the other two
methods.

Note that it is easier to compress the expansions on the problems with higher error rates (Image, which has the
smallest test error, is the hardest to compress.) This corroborates the results found with artificial data in Section
4.1.

Table 3:Calculation Time of Reduced Set Selection Methods for Two-Class Classification for ten parameter choices.
Dataset German Image Waveform Banana
`1-min 613 secs 152 secs 290 secs 136 secs
`0-min 645 secs 260 secs 250 secs 131 secs
M-Pursuit 21 secs 16 secs 10 secs 2 secs

4.3 Multi-Class Classification

We then performed reduced set selection on multi-class problems. In this setting, one might expect to achieve
a greater gain if the reduced set selection is coupled across the different classifiers. We tested the compression
of SVM solutions using the one-against-the-rest method [14] on two datasets: USPS Digit Recognition and the
Letter database, comprising of letter recognition - there are 10 and 26 classes respectively. We performed`1-
minimization on SVM solutions for a range of different values ofλ (the compression parameter.) The results are
given in Figure 4. We performed Matching Pursuit using the same number of SVs for each hyperplane as the
`1 method to enable direct comparison. Again, although SVs produce sparse solutions, these can be compressed
considerably by methods such as`1-minimization or the Matching Pursuit method. The latter again outperforms
the former for higher compression rates. Finally, we then evaluated the ”coupled” Multi-hyperplane Matching
Pursuit method which finds SVs which are relevant to all hyperplanes (for each class) at once. The compression
rate is significantly improved. We did not compare with the algorithm given in (4) because it was too slow to
compute, however in [8] the authors do report a single run of this system with an error rate of5.5% for 570 SVs
which they compare to10.8% using thè 1-minimization of equation (5) approach which does not take into account
the multi-class problem.

We can expect these results to carry over to other similar settings, such as regression with multiple outputs.
Moreover, we can expect larger gains on other multi-class methods such as one-vs-one or error correcting codes
[14] which use more support vectors.

4.4 Regression

We performed experiments on two datasets in a regression setting. We attempted to compress the solution of Ridge
Regression in dual variables [2] which does not give sparse solutions, hence the potential gain here should be much
greater. We found that was indeed the case. We normalized both input and outputs to have mean zero and standard
deviation one, and quote the mean squared error on the normalized outputs. Figure 5 shows the error rate for
differing compression rates using Hyperplane Matching Pursuit as the RSS method, using the probabilistic search
method to further speed up computation. The results show that compressing RR solutions can give significant
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postal letter

Figure 4:Comparison of Reduced Set Selection for Multi-Class Classification.The Hyperplane Matching Pursuit Algorithm
designed for Multi-Class problems reduced the number of kernel computations required on the USPS Postal Database (left) and
UCI Letter Database (right) compared to binary classification-based compression.

Abalone Kin-32nm

Figure 5:Comparison of Reduced Set Selection for Regression.The Hyperplane Matching Pursuit Algorithm reduced the
number of kernel computations required on the Abalone (left) and Kin-32nm (right) problems compared to standard Ridge
Regression, which is not sparse.

efficiency gains, and we expect this result to hold for other non-sparse predictors as well, such as the Nadaraya-
Watson Estimator or Parzen’s Windows [14], to name two.

5 Discussion

Reduced set techniques fall into two categories: reduced set selection and reduced set construction. Reduced
set construction tries to reduce the amount of kernel points, by constructing a new set of points which are not
necessarily subset of the training data. In contrast, reduced set selection methods try to reduce the amount of
points byselectinga linear independent subset of the training data. Often the compression factor in reduced set
selection is worse than in reduced set construction but in general reduced set selection methods are more efficient
and numerically stable than reduced set selection techniques.

We have reviewed and proposed new optimization strategies for reduced set selection. Our initial goal was
to find more efficient techniques of achieving compression, and while both Hyperplane Matching Pursuit and
`0-minimization present viable novel alternatives we prefer the former for (1) its basic computational properties,
(2) the ability to compute every compression level in one training run rather than relying on retraining with new
parameter choices, and (3) its good performance with high compression rates. However, the main finding of
this work is that in the multi-class case, significant gains can be made in terms of compression by coupling the
compression of all trained hyperplanes at once. This led to high compression levels in the USPS and Letter datasets.
We expect these results to also carry over to other predictors with multiple hyperplanes, such as the multi-output
regression case (some preliminary experiments on artificial data, not shown, confirmed this). This result suggests
one could gain significant speedups in the training phase also by performing such coupling, if one could design an
algorithm which does that. The most straight-forward way of achieving such a goal would be to adapt the kernel
matching pursuit algorithm for direct multi-class classification. This is the subject of our future research.
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